[A correction method for calculating resistance of Westerhof 's resistor].
The objective of the mock circulatory system (MCS) is to construct the characteristics of cardiovascular hemodynamics. Westerhof 's resistor that often regarded as the laminar flow resistance in the MCS, is commonly used to simulate the peripheral resistance of the cardiovascular system. However, the theoretical calculation value of fluid resistance of the Westerhof 's resistor shows distinguished difference with the actual needed value. If the theoretical resistance is regarded as the actual needed one and be used directly in the experiment, the experimental accuracy would not be acceptable. In order to improve the accuracy, an effective correction method for calculating the resistance of Westerhof 's resistor was proposed in this paper. Simulation software was also developed to compute accurately the capillary number, total length and resistance. The results demonstrate the proposed method is able to reduce the difficulty and complexity of the design of the resistor, which would obviously increase the manufactured precision of the Westerhof 's resistor. Simulation software would provide great support to the construction of various MCSs.